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Morrison County (County), Richardson Township, and Leigh Township,
Minnesota (collectively, Appellants), appealed to the Board of Indian Appeals (Board) from
a March 2,20L7, decision (Decision) by the Acting Midwest Regional Director (Regional
Director), Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), to accept approximately 3,238.81 acres of land
(the "Willmus Property'') in trust for the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe Indians (Band) of the
Minnesota Chippewa Tribe.

We affirm the Regional DirectoCs decision to take the Willmus Property into trust.
The Regional Director properly determined that she had authority to take this land into
trust because the Band was under Federal jurisdiction in 1934. She also correctly concluded
that the Willmus Property is contiguous to the boundaries of the Bands historic reservation
(and thus may be considered as an "on-reservation" acquisition) because it touches those

boundaries at a corner. Finally, we also find that Appellants have not shown that the

Regional DirectoCs decision here was "biased," that she erred in her consideration of any of
the criteria for an on-reservation acquisition set out in 25 C.F.R. S 151.10, or that she

failed to comply with applicable environmental laws. We decline to consider Appellants'
constitutional claims because the Board lacks jurisdiction to hear them.

Statutory and Regulatory Background

The Regional Director approved the acquisition under Section 5 of the Indian
Reorganization Act (IRA), 25 U.S.C. S 5108 (formerly codified at 25 U.S.C. S 465),
which authorizrs the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) to acquire land in trust for Indians
in her discretion. The Supreme Court has clarified that the IRA limits the Secretar/s
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authbrity to take land into trust to those Indian tribes that were under Federal jurisdiction
inl934,when the IRAwas enacted. Ca.rcieriv. Salaza.r,sss U.S. 379,382 (2009).

. The acquisition of land in trust for Indians is governed by the regulations set out in
25 C.F.R. Part 15I, which provide that land may be acquired in trust for a tribe when:
(l) "the ProPerty is located within the exterior boundaries of the tribe's reservation or
adjacent thereto," (2) "the tribe already owns an interest in the land," or (3) "the Secretary
determines that the acquisition of the land is necessary to facittate tribal self-determination,
economic developmenq or Indian housing." 25 C.F.R. S 15f .3(a). When BIA receives an
application for a fee-to-trust acquisition (like the Willmus Properry at issue here), it must
notify State and local governments with jurisdiction over the property and give them an
opportuniry to submit written comments regarding "the acquisitionls potential impacts on
regulatory jurisdiction, real property taxes and special assessments." Id.. S f 5l.I0. The
applicant must then be allowed a reasonable opportuniry ro respond to the comments
received. Id..

For an on-reservation acquisition-that is, a tribal request to acquire land located
within or contiguous to an Indian reservation-the regulations require BIA to cclnsider thc
following criteria:

(a) The existence of statutory authority for the acquisition and any limitations
contained in such authoriry;

(b) The need of the . . . tribe for additional land;
(c) The purposes for which the land will be used;
(e) If the land to be acquired is in unrestricted fee status, the impact on the

State and its political subdivisions resulting from the removal of the land
from the tax rolls;

(fl Jurisdictional problems and potential conflicts of land use which may
arise;

(g) If the land to be acquired is in fee status, whether the [BIA] is equipped
to discharge the additional responsibilities resulting from the acquisition
of the land in rnrst stafl,$; and

(h) The extent to which the applicant has provided information that allows
the Secretary ro comply with 516 DM [Departmental Manual] 6,
Appendix 4,r National Environmental Policy Act INEPA)] Revised
Implementing Procedures, and 602 DM 2, Land Acquisitions: Frazardous
Substances Determinations.

I \Itrhile the regulations provide that BIA's supplementary NEPA requirements are found in
516 DM 6, Appendix 4, those requirements are now found in 516 DM 10.
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25 C.F.R. S I5I.I0(a)-(c) and (e)-(h).' The term "contiguous" is not defined in 25 C.F.R.
Part I5I.

For an off-reservation acquisition-that is, an acquisition where the land is outside
of and not contiguous to the tribe's reservation-BlA must consider both the criteria set

out above, id. S LSL.Il(a), and also several additional criteria, ld. S f 5I.Il(b)-(d).
Specifically, Bh must consider the location of the oFreservation land relative to State

bonndaries, and its distance from the boundaries of the tribe's reservation. Id. S f 5l.f I(b).
fu the land to be taken into tmst gets farther from the tribe's reservation, Bh must give
greater scrutiny to the tribe's justification of the economic benefits from the acquisition, and
greater weight to the concerns raised by State and local governments about the acquisition's
impacts on regulatory jurisdiction, real property taxes) and special assessmenrs.

11. S 15I.f 1(b), (d). If an off-reservation acquisition will be used for br:siness purposes,
the tribe must provide a plan specifying the anticipated economic benefits associated with
that proposed use. Id. S l5LIl(c).

Background

The Willmus Property is a tract of land covering approximately 3,238.8I acres in
Morrison Counry, Minnesota. The property is rural and undeveloped: no one lives or
works there, and there are no buildings or stnrcflues on it. See Decision, Mar. 2, 2027, at 7
(Administrative Record (AR) 5); see also Letter from Band to Regional Director, May 3,
20L6, at I (Bands Response to Comments) (AR 47). Irwas purchased in fee by the Band
in two transactions in 1994 and 2001, and the Band uses it for hunting and gatherrng.s See

Bands Fee-to-Trust Application, Dec. 15, 2015 (Application) (AR 83). The northeast
corner of the Willmus Properry touches the southwest corner of the historic boundaries of
the Bands reservation (as established by the Treaty of 1855). Application at 3-5; Decision
at 3.

On December 15, 2015, the Band submitted an application to the Regional Director
asking her to take the Willmus Property into trust on its behalf. The Band explained that it

2 Section f 5l.l0(d) only applies to acquisitions for individual Indians and is therefore
omitted here.

3 As designated by the Regional Director, Parcels I through VIII, totaling approximately
3,218.8I acres) were deeded to the Band as one tract in L994. Parcel IX, comprising
approximately 20 acres) was deeded to the Band as one tracr in 200l. SeeWarcanry Deeds
(AR 89); Application at2-3. In its application, the Band referred to the Willmus Properry
as comprising two tracts (4I0TF000L87 and 410TF000143). Sae Application at L
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uses the Property for "traditional cultural purposes, including hunting, gathering and. other
cultural activities," Application at I, and that it planned to continue ro use the property for
those purposes after it was taken into trust, id.. at L2.

BIA notified State and local goveffrments about the application on lannry 26,
20L6, soliciting written comments regarding taxes) special assessments, governmental
services, and zoning applicable to the property. Notice of (Non-Gaming) Land Acquisition
Application,Ian. 26,20L6 (AR72). The State ofMinnesota, the County, Leigh
Township, and Richardson Township submitted comments on the application. The State
did not oppose the acquisition, but asked that it be made subject to an existing highway
right-of-way. Letter from State to Regional Director, Feb. 18, 2016 (State Comments)
(AR 67). The County objected to the acquisition on the grounds that it would remove the
land from the County's tax rolls; that the Band had not demonstrated a need for additional
land, panicularly since it already "enjoy[ed] considerable revenues" from its casinos and
other businesses; and that the acquisition would create law enforcemenr problems that
would cost the Counry additional resources. Letter from County to Regional Director,
Mar.24,20L6 (AR 57). Leigh Township responded that the taxes levied on the Willmus
Properry by the township came to $3,,225.5I per year.,8o/o of its total tax levy, and that
removing the properry from the tax rolls would have a significant impact on the 80
remaining households in the township, many of which are retired or low-income
households. Letter from Leigh Township to Regional Director, Feb. L6,2016 (Leigh
Township Comments) (AR 68). Richardson Township responded that it is opposed to any
properties in the township being removed from the tax rolls; that the Band should not be
exemPt from paying its fair share of the tax burden for services received; and that the
subject parcels located in Richardson Township are not attached to any tribal trust lands or
tribal infrastructure. Letter from Richardson Township to Regional Director, Feb. 20,
20L6 (Richardson Township Comments) (AR 66). The Band reviewed and responded to
these objections. See Band's Response to Comments (AR 47); Conection to Band,s
Response, May 3, 20L6 (AR 48).

On March 2r 20L7, the Regional Director announced her intent to approve the
Band's application and take the Willmus Property into trust. Decision at 11. She
concluded that the property could be taken into trust as an on-reservation acquisition
because it touches the Band's reservation at a point and is thus "contiguous." Id.. at 3 k
n.3. She then discussed each of the applicable S l5l.f0 criteria. She found that she had
authoriry to take this land into trust (S 15I.t0(a)) because the Band was under Federal
jurisdictionn1934 and thus the Supreme CourCs decision inCatcieri did not deprive her
of that authoriry. Id. at 5-6. She found that the Band had demonstrated a need for this
additional land (S 15I.f0O)) because its acquisition would further the goals of promoting
the Band's self-support, reversing the damage caused by allotmenr, and ensuring that the
Band has a su-fficient land base for future generations. Id.. at 6. The Regional Director
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rejected the County's argument that the Band could not show "need' because it already
enjoyed economic success) citing Board precedent holding that a tribe need not be landless

or in financial difficulty to justify the need to take land into tn$t. Id.. The Regional
Director identified the purposes for which the land will be used (S I5l.f0(c)) as hunting
and gatherrng. Id.. at 7.

Next, the Regional Director considered the tax impacts that this trust acquisition
would have on State and local governments (S 15l.IO(e)) . Id. ar7-8. In response to Leigh
Township's claim that the loss of 8%o of its total levy would have a "significant impacC' on
its remaining taxpayers and Richardson Township's comment that the Band should not be

exempt from taxation, the Regional Director found that the townships had not provided
evidence to support their concerns about future tax increases on their residents, and that
BIA was not required to consider "speculati[ve]" losses. Id.. at 8. The Regional Director
also explained that BIA is only required to consider the impacts to programs and services

that local governments articulate, and that the townships and the Counry had not identified
any specific impacts on their programs or services. Id.. Fnally, the Regional Director noted
that the Band had offered to offset Leigh Township's revenue loss by paylng the equivalent
of 3 years of assessed taxes. Id..

In response to the County's concerns regarding jurisdictional problems
(S f 5f .10(0), the Regional Director noted ttrat under Public Law 280,83 P.L. 280,
67 Strt.588 (f953), the County will retain concurrent law enforcement jurisdiction over
the parcel, and that the Band was interested in entering into a law enforcement agreement
with the County to improve the provision of services and reduce costs to the Counry.
Decision at 9. With respect to BIA's abiliry to discharge the additional responsibilities
associated with the acquisition (S f 51.f0(g)), the Regional Director found that BIA's
Minnesota Agency Ofiice had determined that it would be able to do so. Id.. at 10. The
Regional Director identified four Agency sta{f available to assist the Band, and noted that
additional responsibilities from the acquisition were expected to be minimal and would not
impose any significant burden onBIA. Id..

Finally, the Regional Director considered the information submitted by the Band to
ensure compliance with applicable environmental procedures (S 15l.I0(h)). The Regional
Director found that BIA was not required to prepare an environmental impact sratement or
an environmental assessment under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
because no change in land use was planned here and thus a "categorical exclusion" applied;
that no further compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) was
required; that BIA was not required to consult with the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service by the Endangered Species Act (ESA) because it had determined that this
acquisition would have "no effecC' on relevant ESA-listed species and their habitat; and that
no further compliance with 602 DM 2was required. Id.. at l0-lI.
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Appellants filed a notice of appeal and an opening brief with the Board. BIA and the
Band filed answer briefs, and Appellant filed a reply brief.

Discussion

I. Standard of Review

The Boards standard of review for trust acquisition cases is well-established. BIA's
trust acquisition decisions are discretionary, and the Board does not substitute its own
judgment for BIA's when reviewing a discretionary decision. State ofNew Tork.v. Acting
Eastern Regi,onal Director,53 IBIA 323,329 (20L4). Rather, we review these decisions to
determine whether BIA properly considered the legal prerequisites to the exercise of its
discretion, including any limitations on its discretion established in the regulations. City of
Moses Lahe, Washingtonv. Northwest Regi,onal Di,rector,60 IBIA 11I, l16 (2015). An
appellant bears the burden of demonstrating that BIA did not properly exercise its
discretion. State of l(nnsns u. Acting Sowthetw Plahcs Regi,onat Director,6l IBIA 18,24
(2015).

The record must show that the Regional Director considered the applicable factors
set forth in25 C.F.R. Part l5L There is no requirement that the Regional Director reach a
particular conclusion with respect to each factor or that the factors be "weighed or balanced
in a particular way or exhaustively analyzed." Shaattano Cownty, Wisconsinv. Acting Midnest
Regi,onal Dh,ector,53 IBIA 62,69 (20ll); see Cownty of Sawh, Wisconsinp. Mid,west Regionat
Director',4s IBIA 20L,206-07 (2007). But we must be able to discern from the Regional
Directot's decision (or at least from the record) that due consideration was given to timely
comments submitted by interested parties. State ofNrw Tork..,s8 IBIA at 329; Vitlage of
Hoba.rt, Wiscotos,inu. Mid,west Regionnl Dh,ector,.,57IBIA 4, L3 (2013).

In contrast to the Boards limited review of BIA's discretionary decisions, the Board
has Rrll authoriry to review any legal issues raised in a trust acquisition case, with the
exception of challenges to the constitutionality of laws or regulations, which the Board lacks
jurisdiction to hear. Sha,wano Cownf ,53 IBIA at69.

III. ca'rciwi and statutory Authoriry for this Acquisition (s l5l.r0(a))

In Carcierit. Salazar, the Supreme Court held that the Indian Reorganization Act
only authorizes the Secretary to take land into tmsr on behalf of those Indian tribes that
were under Federal jurisdiction in L934 (when the IRA was enacred). 555 U.S. at 382.
Here, the Regional Director concluded that the Band was under Federal jurisdiction in
1934 and that she therefore had authority to take this land into trust under the IRA.
Decision at 5-6. In support of that conclusion, the Regional Director cited supplemental
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information provided by the Band, including copies of treaties, statutes) congressional acts,

and reports showing a continued relationship bet'ween the Band and the Federal

goveffrment. Id.. Specifically, the Regional Director referenced seven treaties between the
United States and the Band signed between 1825 and L967 and twelve statutes enacted

benveen 1884 and 1933, as well as the Band's orgatttzation under the IRA and ratification
of a constitution and bylaws in 1936. Id.. The Regional Director also noted that the Board
has already held that the Band was under Federal jurisdiction :rl'I934. Id.. at 6 n.I3 (citing
Mille Lacs Cownty v. Acti,ng Midnut Regional Director,62IBIA I30, I40 (2016)).

Appellants argue that this conclusion was wrong because the Regional Director
failed to explain why pre-1934 treaties and the Band's post-1934 organization meant that
the Band was under Federal jurisdiction :u:.L934. Opening Brief (Br.), lt:/,y 7,20L7, at 3.

Appellants also argue that the Regional Director ignored the "true history of the Band," did
not distinguish the Band from the larger Chippewa Tribe, and failed to mention the
Removal Act of 1830 and the fact that the "purported Reservation" is west of the
Mississippi.4 Id.

But as the Regional Director observed, the Board already decided this issue in
Mille Lacs County,62IBIA at 138-43. There, the Board considered whether Ca.rcieri
prohibited BIA from taking land into trust on behalf of the Band, and concluded that:

the long history of Federal treaties, statutes) congressional appropriations,
and executive agency actions undertaken with or on behalf of the Mille Lacs

Band prior to and contemporaneous with the enactment of the IRA leaves no
question that the Mille Lacs Band was under Federal jurisdiction in 1934,
and, for that matter, recognizrd at the time.

Id.. at 140. The Band submitted the same evidence here that supported our decision in
Mille Lacs Cown4r. Decision at 5-6. Appellants have presented no new arguments or
evidence that give us any reason to revisit those holdings. Appellants have failed to show

a Appellants appear to argue not only that the Band was not under Federal jurisdiction in
L934, but that it was not Federally recognized. Opening Br. at2-3. To the extent that
Appellants argue thatCa.rcied deprives the Secretary of authority to take the Willmus
Property into trust because the Band was not Federally recognized :ur1934, a tribe does not
need "to have been'recognized by the United States inL934, formally or otherwise, in
order for [the IRA] to apply." Grand. Tratterse Cownty Boa.rd. of Cornrnissinners y. Acting
Mid.west Regionol Director, 6l IBIA 273,280-8f (2015). Nevertheless) the Board found in
Mille Lacs County that the Band was in fact recognized tn1934. Mille Lacs County, 62IBIA
at L40.
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that the Regional Director erred when she determined that the Band was under Federal
jurisdiction nL934., and we reject Appellants' argument rhat Carcieri bars BIA from taking
the Willmus Properry into trust.

III. Claims of Bias and Violations of Due Process

Next, Appellants argue that the Regional Director was biased and violated their right
to due Process because the Band and BIA participated in a "consorrium" agreemenr thar
allowed the Band to "reprogram" funds so that BIA coutd hire more employees and process
trust applications faster. Opening Br. at 3-7; Reply Br., oct. 26.,20LT, atg-29. The Board
recently heard and rejected fundamentally the same claims nVitlage of Hobart, Wisconsint.
Acting Mid'west Regionnl D'irector,,69 IBIA 84, l0I-I4 (2023) (Iloba.rt II). There, we
concluded that the Regional Directot's approval of the relevant trust acquisitions was nor
biased and that the appellants were not denied due proces s. Id.. In panicular) we found that
there was no evidence of institutional bias, "prejudgmenr," or prohibited ex pame
communications. Id'. atl04-07. Most importantly, we held rhat, even assuming that BIA
employees hired under the consortium agreement faced a conflict of interest, due process
was not violated because the Regional Director, who is not a consortium employee, made
the final decision on the trust acquisitions. Id.. at I07-lI. That independent review by the
Regional Director, we found, cured any potential conflict of interest . Id. at LIl^.

We reach the same conclusions here for the same reasons. The facts here do not
differ materially from the facts in Hoba.rt II. The terms of the consortium agreement here
are fundamentally the same as the consortium agreement nHoba,rt IL Cornpa.re
Memorandum of Understanding Between Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe Indians and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs-Midwest Regional Office (Midwest MOU) FY 20I+FY Z0L7
(Appellants' Reply Br., Ex. 3) with Memorandum of Understanding Benveen Oneida Tiibe
of Indians of Wisconsin and the Bureau of Indian A{fairs-Midwest Regional Ofiice
FY 2008-FY 2010.5 Nothing in the record here provides any additional evidence of bias,
prejudgment, prohibited ex parte communications, or conflict of interest beyond what we
addressed rn llobart II. Appellants' arguments are essentially the same as the arguments
made in Hobnrt fI, and fail for the same reasons: Appellants have not carried their burd,en
of proof by making a "substantial showing of bias" (or by establishing that the BIA
decisionmaker had a "pecuniary interest" in the outcome of this application) because there
is no evidence of bias and because any conflict of interest was cured by the Regional
Director's independent review. We refer the parties to the extended discussion of these
issues in Hobat't 11,69 IBIA at l0l-14, and incorporate that discussion herein by reference.

t A copy of the Midwest MOU at issue inHobart II has been added to the record on appeal.
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IV. On-Reservation or Off-Reservation: Cornering & Contiguous

The regulations governing discretionary trust acquisitions draw a distinction
between "on-reservatiort''and "oflreservation" acquisitions. Cornpa.re 25 C.F.R. S I5I.t0
with id.. S f 5f .lI. A trust acquisition is "on-reservation" if the land to be taken into trust is
either "located within" or "contiguous to" an Indian reservation. 25 C.F.R. S I5I.I0. For
an on-reservation acquisition, the Regional Director is required to consider the criteria set
out in S I5l.I0. All other acquisitions are "off-reservation." For off-reservation
acquisitions, the Regional Director must consider both the criteria ser our in S 151.I0 and
several additional criteria set out in S l5I.Il.

The question here is whether the Willmus Property is on- or off-reservation. It is
not located within the Bands reservation, but one corner of the property touches a corner
of the Band's reservation (which, for ease of reference) we will call "cornering"). See Map of
Willmus Property (AR 85). The Regional Director concluded that, because the Willmus
Properry touches the Band's reservation at a corner, it is "contiguous" to the reservation and
may be treated as an on-reservation acquisition. Decision at 3 & n.3. In support of her
conclusion, the Regional Director cited BIA's Fee-to-Trust Handbook, which defines
"contiguous parcels" as "parcels of land having a common boundary . . . including parcels
that touch at a point."6 Id. at 3 n.3.

Appellants argue that this was error and that the Willmus Properry is really an off-
reservation acquisition that must be remanded to the Regional Director so that she can
consider the additional criteria set out in S f 5I.Il. They make two arguments in support
of these contentions.T

First, they argue that the Willrnus Property is not contiguous to the Bands
reservation (and thus cannot be considered "on-reservationi') because cornering lands are

6 The Fee-to-Trust Handbook is not binding on Appellants because it was not promulgated
through notice-and-comment rulemaking. See, eg., Coanty of Snn. Diego, California tt. Pacif,c
Regional Dit ector,53 IBIA lI, 28 n.22 (20L3).

7 BIA and the Band, citing Cownty of Sauk'4s IBIA ar208-09 n.lI, suggesr that the Board
should not consider Appellants' argument that this is an off-reservation acquisition because

they have raised this specific issue for the first time on appeal. But unlike n County of Sauk..,

Appellants d.id not have the opportunity to challenge a decision makefs conclusion that this
was an on-reservation acquisition until this appeal from the Decision, and Appellants did so

in their opening brief. Moreover, the Band's application itself asked BIA to evaluate the
off-reservation criteria (in an abundance of caution), so it was perhaps nor unreasonable for
Appellants to assume that the Decision would do so.
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not contiguous as a mafter of law. Opening Br. 9-10, I2-L4. The Board has not yet
decided whether the term "contiguous," as used in the trust acquisition regulations, includes
"cornering." The term "contiguous" is not defined by either the IRA or its regr.rlations (and
the term "cornering" does not appear in the stature or regulations). The Board has held, in
the past, that "lands must touch" to be contiguous under Pan l5l ("at a minimum"),

Jefferson County, Oregon, Boa'rd. of Com.rnissi,onerslz. Nortbwut Regional D.irector,47IBIAL87,
205-06 (2008), and cornering lands do touch. But the Board nonetheless expressly
declined to decide this issue inJffirson County because that case did not involve cornering
lands. Id'. ("Because the issue is not presented, we need not resolve here whether lands that
corner each other are'contiguous'for purposes of Part 151.").8

Today, the issue is squarely before us, and we afiirm the Regional DirectoCs
conclusion that cornering lands are "contiguous" as that term is used in25 C.F.R.
S 15I.10. The dictionary definition of "contiguous" includes cornering. See, eg'
Cont'igwous, Black s Law Dictionary (IOth ed. 2014) (defining "conriguous" as "[t]ouching
at a point or along a boundaq/'); Contigwows,Meniam-webster Dictionary,
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous (last visited September 26,
2023) (defining "contiguous" as "being in actual contact: touching along a boundary or at a
poinC').e Despite that, there appears to be no general consensus in the liw on this issue;
cornering lands are considered contiguous in some jurisdictions and legal contexts, but not
others. See, e.!.:2 Powell on Real Property S 18.03 ("Cornering tracrs may or may not be
considered contiguous."); I0 Thompson on Real Properry, Thomas Editions S 90.02
(noting that cornering parcels have been held to be contiguous in some jurisdictions but not
others). In public land law, cornering lands are sometimes included with contiguous lands,
and sometimes excluded. See, eg.,TayIor Grazrng Act,43 U.S.C. S 3l5m (granting..a
preference . . . to lease" certain lands to owners of "lands contiguous thereto or cornering
thereon"); 30 C.F.R. S 250,f05 (rrsing the phrase "contiguous (not cornering)" in im
definitions of "lease term pipelines" and "right-of-way pipelines"). Our sister Board, the
Interior Board of Land Appeals (IBLA), has held, in other contexrs, that cornering lands
are not contiguous. The lGru.rmerer Cool C0.,5 IBLA 3L9,,322 n.6 (L972) (noting that
"[e]ven cornering lands are not regarded as contiguous" under the Mineral Leasing Act of
February 25,1920,30 U.S.C. S 203). The Department of the Interior has reached the
same conclusion regarding the use of the term "contiguous" in homestead acts. See, eg.,
Henryt Petz.,62I.D. 33, 33 (1955) (concluding that contiguous did not include cornering

8 To the extent that Appellants suggest that the Board decided this issue inJefferson County,
see Opentns Br. at I0-ll (arguing that the Board cited relevant Interior Board of Land
Appeals precedent "with approval"), th.y are incorrect.
n A copy of this excerpt of the online Merriam-Webster Dictionary has been added to the
record on appeal.
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under section 2455 of the Revised Statutes); Hugh Miller,s I.D. 683, 683 (1887)
(concluding that contiguous did not include cornering parcels "within the meaning and
intent of the last clause of Section 2289 of the Revised Statutes").

But none of that law or precedent dealt with whether lands are contiguous to Indian
reservations, and we conclude that the best interpretation of the law, in the specific context
of the Indian Reorganization Act and the regulations set out in25 C.F.R. Part 15I, is that
cornering lands are contiguous. The history of the Act and its regulations supports that
conclusion. The IRA itself does not distinguish between on- and off-reservation
acquisitions, and neither did its first set of regulations. Sar 43 Fed. Reg. 3231f (f978). By
L99L, however, an increase in requests for off-reservation trust acquisitions, often for
casinos or other gaming establishments, drew mounting objections from local governments
due to a "loss of regulatory control and removal of the property from the tax rolls."
56 Fed. F':eg.32278 (199I). To help "reduce or eliminate adverse impacts on surrounding
local governments," BIA revised the Part I5l regulations to add additional criteria for off-
reservation acquisitions. Id.. Those regulations also defined an on-reservation acquisition as

the acquisition of land "located within" or "contiguous to" an Indian reservation. 11. (The
preambles to the regulations do not address whether cornering lands are contiguous.)

Thus, the agency's purpose when it separated on- and off-reservation trust
acquisitions was to balance the IRA's goals of restoring tribal lands and ameliorating the
damage done by allotment with the concerns of local goveffrments. The regulations struck
that balance by requiring increased scrutiny of off-reservation trust acquisitions, but not
acquisitions "located within" or "contiguous to" an Indian reservation. Excluding
cornering lands from the meaning of "contiguous" would complicate the agency's abiliry to
achieve the goals of the trRA without doing much to protect the interests of local
goveffrments. The potential jurisdictional problems and tax losses that may be caused by
the acquisition of cornering lands do not differ materially from lands that are located within
or share a boundary with a reservation. Like other "contiguous" lands, there is no distance
between cornering lands and the reservation: so even if the additional criteria for off-
reservation acquisitions applied, the agency would not be required to give "greater scrutiny''
to "the tribe's justi{ication of anticipated benefits from the acquisition" or "greater weight
to the concerns" voiced by State and local governments. See 25 C.F.R. S l5l.1I(b).

Moreover, if BIA had meant "contiguous" to depart from its ordinary dictionary
meaning and exclude cornering lands, it would have explicitly defined the term. See Estnte of
Matthew I[unts Ahn4, Jr., 64I8I4291,295 (20L7). Indeed, the Deparfinent has done
just that when it wanted to exclude cornering parcels from contiguous lands in other
regr.rlatory contexts. See, eg.,30 C.F.R. SS 250.f 05 and 250.100I (including "contiguous
(not cornering)" in various definitions); 43 C.F.R. S 3f I0.3-3 ("Cornering lands are not
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considered contiguous lands."). The fact that BIA did not do so here gives further support
to our conclusion that it meanr to include cornering lands as contiguous.

We note that some public land statutes and regulations may exclude cornering lands
from their definitions of contiguous on the grounds that there may not be access between
cornering lands. The Board, however, has rejected the argument rhat Part ISI's definition
of "contiguous" depends on "direct transportation access benveen two tracts," finding "no
basis in the rule or in precedent justifying such a consrruction." Jffirson Coumry, 47 IBIA at
207. "Were we to adopt it, lands plainly 'on-reservation' even constituting, for example, a
land-locked inholding inside the reservation, could be held to be'noncontiguous'or bff-
reservatiort' if no nearby road connected the inholding with surrounding land." Id.. at207-
08' Moreover, the "checkerboarding" land ownership and jurisdiction created by cornering
lands is already cornmon in Indian lands (as a consequence of the now-repudiated allotment
policies that the IRA is meant to fix). See,generally, I Cohen's Handbook of Fed,eral Indian
Law S f .04 (Nell |essup Newton et al. eds., 2023) ("Reservations became checkerboard,s as
the sale of surplus land to fnon-Indians] isolated individual Indian allotments.").

Finally, we also lind it significant that other regulations drawing a distinction
benveen on- and off-reservation lands-namely, the regulations implementing rhe Indian
Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988, 25 U.S.C. S 270L et seq.-include cornering lands in their
definition of contiguous. 25 C.F.R. S 292.2 ("Contiguous means nvo parcels of land
having a common boundary . . . and includes parcels that touch at a point."). Like the
Part l5l regulations, those gaming regulations strike a balance benveen the needs of the
tribes and the needs of surrounding commuirities. See 25 C.F.R. S 292.L3 (allowing
gaming activities on "newly acquired lands" where the Secretary determines that it "would
not be detrimental to the surrounding communiry''). Construing these regulations
together, in light of their similar purposes, further suppoms our conclusion that the
Part l5I regulations including cornering lands in their definition of contiguous.

For all these reasons, we find that nothing in the plain language, history, or purpose
of the IRA or its regulations gives us any reason to constrain the meaning of "contiguous,,
to exclude lands that touch at a corner. As such, we hold that the Regional Director did
not err by treating these cornering lands as contiguous.r0

ro Our conclusion here is consistent with proposed Part l5t rules published by the
Department (but not yet adopted) that would explicitly define contiguous to include
cornering lands. 87 Fed. Fteg. 7433+,7434r (Dec. 5,2022) (proposing to define
"contiguous" as "two parcels of land having a common boundary notwithstanding the
existence of non-navigable waters or a public road or right-of-way and includes parcels that
touch at a point").
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Second., Appellants argue that, even if cornering lands are contiguous, the Regional
Director still erred here because the Willmus Property is not a single parcel, but rather 24
separate parcels, only one of which corners the Bands reservation. Opening Br. at 9-10,
L2-L4. The rest, they contend, must be analyzed as off-reservation acquisitions. The
Regional Director rejects that argument and maintains that an acquisition comprising
multiple contiguous parcels may be processed as a single "on-reservationl' acquisition as

long as one of the parcels touches an Indian reservation. BIA Answer Br., Sept. L8, 20L7,
ar20-2L,23.

We agree with the Regional Director. It is true that the Band acquired dris land in
two separate transactions, and it is also true that local authorities have divided this land into
24 separate "tax parcels."rl But nothing in the IRA or the Part 151 regulations suggests

that the number of transactions or tax parcels has any bearing on the Regional DirectoCs
analysis or constrains her discretion in any way. The Part I5l regulations focus not on
parcels, but on the "land": they provide that"lond, may be acquired for a tribe in trust status

. . . fw]hen the tribe already owns an interest tnthe land.." 25 C.F.R. S I5I.3(a)(2)
(emphasis added). They also state that an acquisition qualifies as on-reservationwhen"the
lnnd. is located within or contiguous to an Indian reservation ." Id. S I 5 I . l0 (emphasis

added). Thus, the inquiry here turns on the land, not tax parcels, and the Band has asked

BIA to take the entire Willrnus Property into trust as a single block of land.I2 Appellants

tr In addition to arguing that the Regional Director should have considered each tax parcel
separately, Appellants contend that alleged inconsistencies in the record regarding the
number and identification of parcels constitute error. Opening Br. at 38-39. fu BIA
explains on appeal, the Willmus Property comprises two tracts as identified by the Band's
internal tracking system. BIA Answer Br. at 5L-52. Those same two tracts were identified
as nine parcels by the title company that prepared the title commitment for the acquisition.
Id.. FnalIy, the Regional Director included the 24 tax parcel identification numbers,
designated by the Counry, in the Decision. Id.. at 2. But regardless of how the Willmus
Property is described-as two parcels by the Band, as nine by the title company, or as 24by
the Regional Director-all of those designations refer to the same 3,238.81-acre Willmus
Properry. Thus, Appellants have not identified any inconsistencies. Appellants also point
to two purported errors in the March 20L6 Certificate of Inspection and Possession (CIP):
the CIP identified only 23, not24) tax parcels, and it listed nvo parcels Appellants maintain
are not held in fee by the Band. Opening Br. at 35. But BIA acknowledges that one parcel
was omitted from the CIP and that the t'wo parcels not owned by the Band are "clerical
errors." BIA Answer Br. at 47-48. In any event, neither error is present in the Decision
itself. Thus, Appellants have not demonstrated that the Regional Director failed to consider
the full Willmus Property.

t2 The 24 txparcels form one contiguous whole, a fact that Appellants do nor conrest.
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provide no support, and the Board is aware of none, for their claim that trust acquisitions
must be considered at the tax-parcel level. Indeed, the Board itself has described trust
properties comprising multiple contiguous tax parcels as a single "properqr." See, eg.,
Desert Water Agency u. Pacift Regional Directorn.,63 IBIA L27, L29 (20L6) (describing the
acquisition property as being "divided into four parcels" and identifying those four parcels
by their assessot's, or tax) numbers); Arizona Stnte La.nd Depa,rk4nent y. Western Rtgionnt
Director,43 IBIA 158, 158 (2006) (describing the land taken into trust as being "composed
of 24 tax parcels").

Appellants complain that this interpretation of the law could allow "any tribe to
purchase consecutive parcels of land and string them together to expand their reservation
hundreds of miles from its historic borders." Reply Br. at 33. Such a scheme would likely
prove impractical-here, the Band has been unable to acquire most of its former
reservation, much less "consecutive parcels of land" strung together for "hundreds of miles."
In any event, those are Irot dre facts here, and the Board takcs no position at this time on
whether BIA would be required to consider the additional criteria for oftreservation rrusr
acquisitions in such a hypothetical scenario. We reject Appellants' argument that the
Regi<lnal Director erred by treating the Willmus Propcrty as a single block of land and,, for
all the reasons set out above, affirm her decision to ffear the Willrnus Properry as an on-
reservation trust acquisition.

V. Review of the Regional Directot's Consideration of the S f 5l.I0 Criteria

A. Overview of the S lsf .I0 Criteria

Through the IRA, Congress conferred broad authority on the Secretary of the
Interior to take land into trust for Indians. See Sowtlt Dnhota y. U.S. Dep,t of the Interior,
423 F.3d 790,797 (8th Cir. 2005) (citing 25 U.S.C. S 465, now recodified at d. S 5f 08)
The only limitations that Congress imposed on that authoriry are that the land must be
acquired for Indians, it must be acquired using authorized funds, and the acquisition musr
serve the goals identified in the Act's legislative history. See id..

That authoriry, here delegated to the Regional Director, is further constrained by the
regulations adopted by the Department set out at 25 C.F.R. Part 15I. For on-reservation
trust acquisitions like the Willmus Property, those regulations require the Regional Director
to "consideC' seven listed criteria before taking the land into trust for an Indian tribe.
25 C'F.R. S 15I.10(a)-(c), (e)-(h). The Regional Director need only "considet''these
factors, however: there is "no requirement that [she] reach a particular conclusion with
respect to each factor." Roberts Cownty, Sowth Dnh,otntt. Acting Great Pl.nins Regionol
Directot',5I IBIA 35,46 (2009). "Nor must the factors be weighed or balanced in a
particular way or exhaustively analyznd." Id.
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Notably, nothing in the Act or the regulations prohibits the Regional Director from
taking land into trust whatever her conclusions about these criteria. She is not required to
"resolve" any "problems or issues" that the trust acquisition might create. Id.. at 52. These
criteria were introduced only "to insure that conflicting interests are evalwated. before land is
acquired in trust status." 45 Fed. Reg. 62035 (Sept. 18, 1980) (emphasis added). Thus,
the Regional Director may take land into trust even if she concludes, for example, that
doing so will create jurisdictional problems or land use conflicts) or have significant mx
impacts. See25 C.F.R. S I5f.I0(e), (0.

To succeed on their claims here, Appellants must show that the Regional Director
erred, either by failing to consider one of the listed criteria or by reaching conclusions
regarding those criteria that were "arbitrary and capricious" or otherwise unsupported by
the administrative record. "Simple disagreemend'with the Regional DirectoCs conclusions
cannot carry Appellants' burden of proof. Roberts,5I IBIA at 46.

The Tribe's Need for Additional Land and Purpose of Acquisition:
S 15I.10(b) and (c)

Before taking the Willmus Properry into trust, the IRA's regulations required the
Regional Director to consider both the "need of . . . the tribe for additional land" and the
"purposes for which the land will be used." 25 C.F.R. S f 5I.lO(b) & (c). The Regional
Director considered these criteria, describing both the "need" and "purpose" for this trust
acquisition in her Decision. Decision at6-7. As she explained, the Band lost most of its
reservation through "treaty cessions and subsequent allotment of reservation land." Id.. at 6.
Indeed, the record confirms that, today, the Band owns only about 7o/o of its former
reservation (and only about 60/o is held in trust). Saa Bands Response to Comments at 3.

"Because the Band's land base has been reduced dramatically from its original territory," the
Regional Director explained that the Band "now needs 'additional land to restore its
depleted land base and to facilitate tribal self-determination and self-sfficiency' including
'exercise of the Bands treaty hunting and gathering rights' and 'other cultural traditional
activities."' Decision at 6 (quoting Application at7). The Regional Director also found
that "transferring this land into trust will further the goals of promoting self-support,
reverse the damage of allotment, and . . . protect the land from future loss or detrimental
encumbrance, ensuring that the Band has su"fficient land base for future generations." Id,.

And the Regional Director clearly explained that the "purpose" of taking this land into trust
is to "provide an area for Band Members to hunt and gather." Id. at7. Appellants argue
that the Regional DirectoCs consideration of these criteria was inadequate for several

reasons. Opening Br. at L4-L7.

First, Appellants argue that the Regional Director failed to justift the Bands need
for the Willmus Property to be held in trust; this trust acquisition, they contend, is "a want,

B
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rather than a need." Id'. at 15-16; Reply Br. at 36-37; see also Morrison Counry Resolution
20L6-026,Mar.22,20L6, at 2 (unnumbered) (Morrison Connty Resolution) (AR 57) (the
County commenting that "[t]here is an insufiicient need for this land . . . to be put into
trust under these circumstances"). But Congress's goals when it passed the Indian
Reorganization Act were expansive, and it gave the Secretary broad authority to take land
into trust "to rehabilitate the Indian's economic life and to give him a chance to develop the
initiative destroyed by a century of oppression and paternalism." South Dahotav. U.S. Dep't
oftheInterior,487F.3d548,552 (8thCir. 2007). Thus, anyrrustacquisitionthathelps a
tribe to "achieve self-support and amelioratfes] the damage resulting from the prior
allotment policy'' serves the needs of that tribe. South Dahota, 423 F.3d at 799. For these
reasons) the Board has held that "BIA has broad leeway in its interpretation or construction
of tribal'need for the land." State ofNau Tork's8 IBIA ar34L. "Flexibility in evaluating
'need'is an inevitable and necessary aspect of BIA's discretion,' and it is "not the role of an
appellant to determine how that'need'is defined or interpreted by BIA." Id.. The Regional
Director found that taking this land into trust would help to protecr it from future loss ancl
ensure that the Band has a sufficient land base for future generations, and those findings are
more than sufficient to establish the Bands need. Nothing in the law or the Boards
precedent suggests that this finding of need was inadequate.

Second', Appellants argue that the Regional Director "simply concurred with the
Band's alleged stated need' and provided "little to no explanation for [her] agreement and,
acceptance of the Bands stated need." Opening Br. at 16. Similar$, Appellants contend
that the Regional Director did not adequately consider the purpose for which the land will
be r:sed because she merely "repeatfed]" the Band's stated purpose without further analysis
Id'. at 17. According to Appellants, the Decision "in no meaningful way explains why the
[Regional Director] believed the Band's reasons related to need and purpose are
convincing." Reply Br. at 35. But Appellants cannot prevail on their claims merely by
arguing that the Regional Director failed to prove that the Band needs this land in trust.
Appellants bear the burden of proof here, and they must show that the Regional Director
erred by failing to consider one of the required criteria or by reaching conclusions that are
"arbitrary and capricious" or unsupported by the administrative record.

They have not made that showing. The Regional Director described the Band's
need and purpose for this land, Decision at 6-7, and the Board has found such
consideration suflicient. See Thwrston Cownty, Nebrashap. Great Plnins Regi,onnt Dh,ector.,
56 IBIA 296,306'07 (2013) (finding a statement that a ffust acquisition would contribute
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to self-goverrunenq self-sufficiency, and self-determination sufficient).t3 Appellants have
not shown that the Regional DirectoCs conclusions were "arbitrary and capricious" or
unsupported by the record. "[S]imple disagreement" with the Regional Director's
reasoning cannot carry Appellants' burden of proof. County of Snwh,,4s IBIA at2L7. The
Regional Director, moreover, was not required to "exhaustively anilyzrl]" these criteria.ra
Shawano County,53 IBIA at69. Appellants cannot reverse the burden of proof by
demanding that the Regional Director prove that the Bands "need and purpose are

convincing." See Reply Br. at 35.

Thh,d., Appellants argue that the Band did not need this land to be taken into trust
because it already *joyt considerable economic success and owns thousands of acres of land
across Minnesota. Opening Br. at 15-16; Morrison County Resolution at2 (argnng that
the Band has no need for this land because it "enjoys considerable revenues from two
casinos, major hotels in St. Paul, and numerous smaller commercial business holdings, plus
the Band owns thousands of acres of land across Minnesota"). But as the Regional Director
explained, the IRA is "not confined to helping only impoverished Indians," and the Board
has repeatedly held that tribes "need not be landless or suffering financial difficulties to need
additional land.' Decision at 6 (quotingCounty of Sa,u.h,4s IBIA at 210). Both the Board
and the coufts have repeatedly rejected the argument that a tribe's gaming revenue) financial
security, or economic success disqualifies it from the acquisition of more land into trust. Sur

Mille Lacs Coumty,62IBIA atL45, and cases cited therein. Indeed, we have already rejected

It On reply, Appellants suggest that the Band does not need the additional land to be held
in trust because the Band already owns the land in fee, and transferring it to tn$t would not
change the Band's occupancy or use. To the extent that Appellants maintain that the Band
must demonstrate that it has particular need for the land to be held in trwst, the Board has

repeatedly rejected such an interpretation of S I5I.f 0(b). See, eg., Stnte of Sowth Dakotav.
Acting Great Plains Regional Dit ector, 39 IBIA 283,293-94 (2004) (holding that Part I5I
permits, but dnes not require, separate consideration of an applicanCs demonstrated need to
have the land held in trust, as opposed to being retained in fee).

ta For instance, Appellants find fault with the Regional Director for not explaining why she

accepted the Band's claim that its L,200 acres of on-reservation land is not enough to
exercise its hunting and gathering rights. Reply Br. at 37. But the Regional Director is not
obligated to discuss every piece of evidence that a tribe submits in its application for a trust
acquisition. It was sufficient for the Regional Director to consider the Band's application
and describe the basis for its need for the additional land-in this case, the restoration of the
Bands land base, increased self-determination, and the protection of the land for future
generations.
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Appellants' argument as specifically applied to the Mille Lacs Band itself.ts See id.. We
reconfirm that the Bands economic success and land holdings do not preclude the taking of
this land into trust.

Fourth, and finally, Appellants claim that the Regional Director failed to identify and
address the Band's "other stated purpose related to land management." Reply Br. at 38; see

also Opening Br. atL7. Appellants point to the Bands application, which provides that the
purPoses for which the land will be used include ensuring that the land is preserved in a
manner consistent with the Bands cultural beliefs and traditions. But we are not convinced
that this constitutes a separate purpose for this land. The Bands starement is better
understood as a description of a principle that will guide its use of the land-ensuring that
the land will be preserved in a culturally appropriate manner-rather than a discrete

Purpose for which the land will be used. Rather, the Band's stated purpose, which
Appellants acknowledge that the Regional Director addressed, sea Reply Br. at 38, is ro use
the land for hunting and gathering. Section f 5L10(c) required the Regional Director to
consider the Bands "purposes" for this land, but it did not require her to consider the
details of the land management practices that the Band will use ro pursue those purposes.

We hold that the Regional Director adequately considered the need and purposes of
this trust acquisition.

C. Tax Impacts: S 15I.10(e)

Next, S 15f .10(e) requrred the Regional Director to consider the impact on the
State and its political subdivisions resulting from the removal of the Wilhnus Property from
the tax rolls. Ffere, the Regional Director considered how much money each of the
Appellants would lose in taxes annually and listed her estimates of those losses in her
Decision. Decision at7-8; see also Bands Response to Comments ar 7 (AR 47) (estimating
Richardson Township's tax losses); Leigh Township Comments at I (AR 68) (estimating
its tax losses); State Comments at I (AR 67) (estimating Morrison County's tax losses).
For Morrison Counry and Richardson Township, the losses were each less than one-tenth
of a percent; for Leigh Township, however, the losses made up about 87o of the township's
total tax levy. Decision at 8.

Appellants do not dispute that the Regional Director accurately reported their
potential tax losses. Instead, they argue that the Regional Director failed to consider the

15 Appellants emphasizr. tharthe Board has held that consideration may be given to a tribe's
financial status. Opening Br. at 14. But as we have explained, while such consideration is
not prohibited, neither is it mandatory. Cownf of sauk,4s rBIA at2r0 n.L2.
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impacts that these tax losses would have on them. Srz Opening Br. at 18-21. In particular,
they claim that this loss of revenue will harm their abiliry to maintain roads and bridges and
provide fire protection services (or, alternatively, that they will be forced to raise taxes on
their remaining residents to make up the losses). Id.. at 19. After reviewing these claims,
we conclude that the Regional Director did not err and proper$ considered the impacts of
these tax losses.16

fu the Board has explained in past decisions, the Regional Director is only required
to consider these tax losses and their potential impacts. She is not required to find that the
impacts would be "minimal." Stote of Sowth Dahota v. Acting Great Plains Regional Directorn,

63 IBIA 179, 188 (2016). And she is not prohibited from taking this land into trust even

if doing so would have significant impacts.

Flere, Appellants do not dispute that the Regional Director considered the tax losses,

but complain that she did not consider the impacts of those losses. That claim fails because

Appellants have not identified any impacts that these tax losses would have on their
programs and services. fu the Regional Director noted, "fn]either the townships nor the
County articulated the details of any particular program or service that would be cut or
diminished because of the proposed acquisition." Decision at 8. And Appellants did not
"provide evidence to support their concerns about future tax increases on their residents."
Id,

The administrative record supports the Regional DirectoCs findings. None of the
comments submitted by Appellants articulate how any specific programs or services could
be affected by these tax losses. Sau Morrison Counry Resolution 

^tI-2 
(AR 57) (neither

estimating tax losses nor identifying any specific impacts of such losses on County services);
Richardson Township Comments at I (AR 66) (neither estimating tax losses nor
identifying any specific impacts of those losses on its services); Leigh Township Comments
at I (estimating tax losses and stating that those losses will have "a significant impact," but
not identifying any specific impacts on services). For example, Richardson Township
commented that "all residents of the Township share in the tax burden that it takes to
maintain roads, bridges and fire service in our community." Richardson Township
Comments at l. But this bare statement does not identify any impacts that these tax losses

t6 Appellants suggest that the tax impacts of the acquisition should have been considered as

the cumulative impact of numerous simultaneous acquisitions. Opening Br. at L7. The
Board presumes that this reflects Appellants'position that the Willmus Properry is actually
24 separate parcels that the Regional Director should have considered individually. As we
explained above, we reject that position. In any event, the Regional Director did consider
the cumulative impact of the trust acquisition of all the land in the Willmus Properry.
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might have on any specific programs or services. It does not give the Regional Director
anything in particular to consider (beyond the tax losses themselves, which she did
consider); it is merely a general complaint that would apply to any trust acquisition.
Similarly, Leigh Township stated that the loss of 8% of its tax levy would have a
"significant impact on the remaining tax payers." Leigh Township Comments at l. But
again, all trust acquisitions have some such effect; the Regional Director must consider the
irnpacts of the tax losses, and the township did not provide any evidence or explanation of
specific impacts. The Board has repeatedly held that the mere fact that some revenue would
be lost does not itself constitute a significant impact. See, eg., Desert Water, ,4genc! t. Acting
Pncif,c Regional Director,59 IBIA LLg, L29 (20L4).

As the Regional Director noted, she was under no obligation to speculate about how
these tax losses might affect Appellants; she was "orly required to consider the impacrs ro
Programs and services that State and local governments have articulated." Decision at 8;
see, 0.!.t State of South Dohotn.,63 IBIA at 188. Bccausc Appellants did not articulate those
impacts, we conclude that the Regional Director adequately considered the tax losses that
would be caused by this trust acquisition.

On appeal, Appellants now argue that these tax losses will result in a "failure . . . to
repair roads and bridges due to inadequate funding." Opening Br. at 19. They also claim
that the losses will hurt the Counry's ability to provide services to the Willmus Properry and
affect the Onamia School District. Id., at20-2L. But because Appellants have raised these
issues for the first time on appeal to the Board, and did not put them before the Regional
Director, we decline to consider them here. See 43 C.F.R. S 4.3f 8.

FinallS the Regional Director noted that the "Mille Lacs Band'is willing and
prepared to provide a payment equivalent to three years of the assessed Leigh Township
proPerty taxes to the Township once the Willrnus fProperty] is accepted inro trusr."'
Decision at 8 (citing Bands Response to Comments). Appellants contend that it was
improper for the Regional Director to consider this offer because any such agreement is
specrrlative (and, in any event, would only mitigate these tax losses for 3 years). Opening
Br. at 20. But nothing in her Decision suggests that the Regional Director gave any
particular weight to this offer, much less that she relied on it to approve this trust
acquisition. Rather, she simply acknowledged its existence in passing. Decision at 8. And
to the extent that Appellants are suggesting that the approval of this trust acquisition should
have been conditioned on the execution of this agreement, the Board has already held that
tribes are under no obligation to offer compensation to offset tax losses. See Shataano
Cownty.,s3 IBIA at 8I.

For these reasons) we conclude that the Regional Director properly considered the
criterion set out in S 15l.I0(e).
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D. furisdictional Problems: S I5l.f0(0

Before taking the Willmus Properry into trust, Section 15I.I0(0 required the
Regional Director to consider any "fj]urisdictional problems and potential conflicts of land
use which may arise." 25 C.F.R. S 15I.f0(0. On appeal, Appellants contend that the
Regional Director erred when considering this criterion because (I) she failed to recognize
the jurisdictional problems that the acquisition will create for law enforcement on the
Willrnus Property, Opening Br. at 22,'and (2) she ignored the potential conflicts of
jurisdiction that could be caused by the State's reservation of mineral rights on the properry,
id.. at23-24. We find neither of these arguments persuasive.

I. Law Enforcement

If the Willmus Property is taken into trust, the Band will gain law enforcement
authority over this land, but Morrison County will keep concurrent jurisdiction because

Minnesota is a mandatory Public Law 280 State. The Regional Director noted this in her
Decision. Decision at 9. Nothirg ir the record suggests that the Willmus Property has any
significant law enforcement needs: the property is vacant and rural, with no businesses or
buildings, and no public roads travel through it. Bands Response to Comments ar 9. The
County does not claim that its law enforcement ofiicers have ever been called to the
property. Id..

Nonetheless, Appellants argue that the Regional Director failed to consider that they
will "incur additional expenses" coordinating law enforcement efforts with the Band and
working out a cooperative law enforcement agreement. Morrison County Resolution at 2;
Reply Br. at 44. It is not clear that these potential expenses are the kind of 'Jurisdictional
problem" that falls under S Isf .I0(0, and the record suggests that, given the nature of the
property, any such expenses will be minimal or even non-existent. The County is also not
actually required to negotiate a cooperative law enforcement agreement with the Band
(although such an agreement may be useful). Decision at9 n.40. In any evenq rhe

Regional Director explicitly considered the County's concerns in her Decision. Id.. at9.
Nothing more was required.

2. The State's Mineral Rights and Right-of-Way

The State of Minnesota holds a highway right-of-way over part of the Willmus
Properry and also, apparently, certain mineral rights. Appellants argue that the Regional
Director erred by failing to consider the "jurisdictional problems" that might arise from the
State's rights. Opening Br. at 23. These claims fail for several reasons.
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First, Appellants are raising their concerns about the State's mineral rights for the
first time on appeal. The State, who is not an appellant here, did not raise that issue in its
cofirments to the Regional Director, and neither did any of the Appellants. Sea State
Comments atI-2. The Board has a well-established general rule that it will not consid"er
arguments or issues raised for the first time on appeal to the Board. See, eg., Benrwah
Cownty, Id'abo v. Nowbwest Rcgionnl Directorn.,55 IBIA 28L,297 (20L2). We see no reason
to depan from that practice here.

Second', Appellants have no standing to bring these claims. Appellants must defend
their own interests on appeal, not the Stare's. See, eg., Mitta Lacs Cownry,6218IA atl^37
n.4 (holding that counry lacked standing to assert interests of State); Aithin County,
M'innesotav. Acting Midwest Regionnl Directot,,4T IBIA 99, ll0 n.8 (2008) (holding that
county lacked standing ro asserr interests of State or town).

Third', even if we were to reach these arguments, the Regional Director did consider
the State's right-of-way in her Decision: she explained that, "[u]pon trust acquisition, title
will vest in the United States subject to the rights enumerated in the title evidence; any
vested rights the Statc currendy holds to the highway corridor will remain vested in the
State." Decision at 9.

Fou'th, Appellants have not shown that these mineral rights create any jurisdictional
problem. As just noted, the Regional Director explained that the Willrnus Property would
be taken into trust "subject to the rights enumerared in the title evidence" and thus that
"any vested rights the State currendy holds . . . will remain vested in the State." Id.. at9; see

BIA Answer Br. at 36. Appellants have not demonstrated that the Regional Director erred
in her consideration of S I5l.10(0.1?

E. BIA's Additional Responsibilities: S fSl.lO(g)

Section 15l.f0(g) requires the Regional Director to consider whether BIA is
"equipped to discharge the additional responsibilities resulting from the acquisition of the
land in tn$t status." The Regional DirectoCs consideration of this criterion necessarily
involves broad discretion because BIA's abiliry to discharge additional responsibilities is "a

It To the extent that Appellants challenge the Regional Directot's actions und"er S l5l.13,
which obligates BIA to require title information from an applicant, Appellants lack
standing. Section f 5I.13 is independent of S f 51.I0 and sets forth a discrete
requirement-that the applicant furnish title evidence-thai arises after adecision is mad,e
to take land into tn$t. Thurston Cownty, Nebrashav. Acting Great Plnins Regional Directot,,
56 rBrA 62,69 (20L2).
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managerial judgment that falls within BIA's administrative purview." State of lhnsas u.

Acting Sowthern Plnins Rryionnl Director,53 IBIA 32,39 (201f ). As such, the Board has

held that this criterion does not ((necessarily 
require BIA to include in the record specific

evidence . . . to demonstrate that BIA will be equipped to handle additional responsibilities
associated with a trust acquisitton." Id..

Here, the Regional Director concluded that any additional responsibilities resulting
from the acquisition of the Willmus Properry would be "minimal." Decision at 10. She

noted that the relevant BIA field office (BIA's Minnesota Agency) had reviewed the trust
application, identified several staffwho could help, and determined that it would be able to
discharge the additional obligations. Id. at 9-10. She concluded that "fa]cceptance of this
property in trust status will not impose any significant additional burden on the Minnesota
Agency beyond those already inherent in the federal trusteeship over existing tmst lands."
Id.. arL0,

On appeal, Appellants argue that the Regional Director failed to give adequate

consideration to this factor because she (1) relied on the Minnesota Agency's assessment

that it could discharge any additional duties, (2) failed to identify additional responsibilities
that would fall to BIA and other Federal agencies, (3) ignored the supposedly substantial
increase in BIA responsibilities that must necessarily come with acquiring thousands of
acres of land in trust, and (a) refirsed to acknowledge that these obligations will fall on
Appellants if BIA cannot fulfill them. Opening Br. at 24-27; Reply Br. at 48-5I.

None of these arguments convince us that the Regional Director erred here.rs

Appellants do not explain why they believe that it was error for the Regional Director to
rely on the conclusions of BIA staff. See Opening Br. at 26 (argutnq that the Regional
DirectoCs Decision was merely "a rubber stamp of the Minnesota Agency''). The
Minnesota Agency seems best suited to accurately assess the effects of these additional
responsibilities since its staffare the ones who would take them on, and the Regional
Director did not err by relying on their assessment.

Nor do Appellants point to any compelling evidence that these responsibilities
would be more than minimal (a conclusion well within the Regional Directot's "managerial

tt BIA and the Band maintain that Appellants waived any challenge under S I5Lf0(g) by
failing to raise the issue in their comments. BIA Answer Br. at 38; Band Answer Br.,
Sept. 18, 20L7, ar 69. But the Notice of Application did not solicit comments on this issue

and, more importantly, Appellants could not have known how the Regional Director would
assess BIA's abiliry to discharge its duties until the Decision was issued. Therefore) we
reject this waiver argument. See swpra note 7.
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judgment"). They identify three responsibilities that they claim would fall to BIA and
"other Federal agencies": management of the properry ai wildlife habitat; management and
regulation of hunting, fishing, and gathering; and assumption of the responsibiliry for
environmental regulation by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Id.. at25-
26. Appellants express particular concern about the management of wetlands on the
property. Id.. at26-27.

As a prelimittry pofu, any additional responsibilities that will be borne by other
Federal agencies (including EPA) are irrelevant under S f 5I.l0(g) because that section, by
its plain language, is limited to BIA's ability to discharge its own duties. See 25 C.F.R.
S I5I.I0(g). Moreover, Appellants appear to be assuming that BIA will have to manage
hunting, fishing, and gathering on the Willmus Property, as well as the properq/s natural
resources. The record does not support that assumption. To the contraV, the Band's
application for this trust acquisition indicates that the Band, which has its own Deparrment
of Natural Resources, will usc its own resources to manage the property. SeeApplication at
9-10 ("The management and regulation of hunting, fishing and gathering by Band
members is an essential element of the Bands sovereignty.,,).

Finally, Appellants do not explain why these obligations would fall on them if BIA
were unable to discharge any of its duties. As Appellants recognize, the transfer of the
Willrnus Property into trust will leave in place the Counry's law enforcemenr jurisdiction,
but it will not impose any additional duties for land management on Appellants.

Ffere, the Regional Director determined that the properry is identified as "rural
vacant))' that no change in land use is proposed, and that additional responsibilities
associated with the acquisition are expected to be minimal. Decision at 9-10. While the
Regional Director was not required to provide evidence for her conclusion that BIA is
equipped to discharge these additional responsibilities, she nevertheless listed the five
Minnesota Agency staffmembers available to assist the Band in their proposed use of the
property, and she described those staffmembers' respective duties, which include
administration and forest management. Id. at 10. In State of I(nrcsas.,we found that when a
parcel is undeveloped and located near a tribe's reservation, as here, that factual basis is
sufiicient to support a determination that BIA will be able to discharge its role as trustee for
the property. 53 IBIA ar 39. Appellants have thus failed to demonstrate that the Regional
Director erred in concluding that BIA has sufficient resources to discharge any additional
responsibilities associated with this tmst acquisition.

F. section l5r.l0(h) and compliance with Environmental Laws

Appellants argue that the Regional Director (I) did not properly consid.er the
potential environmental effects of this trust acquisition, which they claim is required by the
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criterion set out in S 151.10(h), and (2) violated various environmental laws, regulations,
and binding agency guidance documents (including NEPA and the ESA). Opening Br. at
27-38; Reply Br. at 5f -56. We conclude that, even assuming Appellants have standing to
bring these claims, they have not shown that the Regional Director violated any
environmental laws or erred in her consideration of S f 5f .10(h).

l. Standing

As a threshold matter) we are not convinced that Appellants have standing to bring
their environmental claims. An appellant must be able to show standing for each claim that
it asks the Board to consider. Thornpson v. Greot Pl,nins Regi,onnl Dh,ector,58 IBIA 240,24L

QOL!; Cownty of Sawh.,45 IBIA at 2I8. To evaluate standing, the Board applies the
elements of constitutional standing articulated by the Supreme Court nLujon.v. Defendars

ofwild.bfe, 504 U.S. 555, 560-6I (1992). That is, an appellant must demonstrate that:
(I) it has suffered an actual or imminent) concrete and paniculariznd njury to or invasion
of a legally protected interest; (2) tne i"jury is causally connected with or f"irly traceable to
the challenged action; and (3) the injury will likely be redressed by a favorable decision. Sae

Lujan.,504 U.S. at 560-6I; Presewati,on oflos Ol'iposv. Pacif,c RegionnlDirector,,5S IBIA
278.,296-97 (2014). In asserting a procedural injury under NEPA, those standards are

somewhat relaxed: An appellant may prosecute a NEPA claim "without meeting all the
normal standards for redressability and immediacy." Arizona Stnte Larad. Depa,rtrnent,

43 IBIA arL69 n.l4 (emphasis omitted) (quoting Lujan,504 U.S. at573 n.7).

Flere, it is not clear that Appellants have satisfied the injury-in-fact or causation

prongs of Lwjaw for their environmental claims. While Appellants claim that they will suffer
tax losses and various jurisdictional problems as a result of this trust acquisition, they have

not even alleged that it will cause them environmental harm. In Coanty of Saa.h, we found
that appellants lacked standing to bring a NEPA claim because the only injuries that the
connty claimed were related to tax and jurisdictional impacts. 45 IBIA ar2L9-20. And in
Cownty of Snnta Barba.rn, Cnliforni,a v. Pacifi,c Rcgional Director,65 IBIA 204, 2L4 (2018),
the Board was "not convinced'that the counry had standing under NEPA because the
county's alleged injuries related to tax and jurisdictional impacts, and their "vague
assertions" regarding harm to a sensitive creek were insufficient to satisfy the injury-in-fact
standing requirement. Economic interests, moreover, cannot establish standing to bring
NEPA claims because they do not fall within NEPA's "z,one of interests." See, eg' Nev.

Land.Acti,onAss'nv. United States Forest Sew.,8 F.3d 7L3,7L6 (9th Cir. 1993) ("The
purpose of NEPA is to protect the environment, not the economic interests of those

adversely affected by agency decisions.").

We have the same concerns here. Appellants do not clearly explain what
environmental harms they believe might be caused by this trust acquisition, and never tie
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any such harm to their own environmental interests. Even under the less restrictive
standing analysis for alleged procedural harms, this falls short. See Ariruna Stnte Land.
Deportrn'ent, 43IBIAat169 n.14 (holding that when alleged injuries are "roo speculative
and generahzrd.," an appellant cannot meet even a less stringent standing requiriment).

Furthermore) even if we assume that Appellants could allege some harm to their
own environmental interests if given another chance, it is not clear how any such harm
could actually be caused by this trust acquisition. After all, the act of taking this land into
trust is itself purely legal and has no effect on the environment. In some cases) a ffusr
acquisition may allow a tribe to use the land in new ways that have potential environmental
consequences. But here, the Band does not plan any change in land use and will continue
to use this property for hunting and gathering. Thus, to have standing, Appellants not only
had to allege harm to their own environmental interests, but also had to show that the harm
would be caused by the trust acquisition and not by the Bands existing use of the propefty.
See, eg., Skagit Cowt't14 Washington v. Norttrtwest Regional Diroctor,43 IBIA 62, 7L (2006)
(finding no standing for environmental claims because the alleged cause of harm, a marina,
had already been operating and was not dependent on the acquisition); Arizano Stote Land.
Deparnaent, 43 IBIA atL70-71(finding no standing for nuisance claim arising from
operation of mine on proposed acquisition land because mine had already been operating
and was not dependent upon acquisition). We doubt that Appellants could make that
showing on these facts, and such a showing was required to establish standing. In any
evenq for the reasons explained below, we conclude thar, even assuming Appellants have
standing to bring these claims, they have not shown that the Regional Director violated any
environmental laws or failed to consider the criterion set out in S rSl.rO(h).

2. Information for Environmental Compliance: S l5l.lO(h)

Section f 5f .l0(h) requires the Regional Director to consider the "extent to which
the applicant has provided information that allows the Secretary to comply with 516 DM 6,
appendix 4, National Environmental Policy Act Revised Implementing Procedures, and
602 DM 2,LandAcquisitions: Hazardous Substances Determinations." 25 C.F.R.
S f 5l.l0(h). Throughout their briefs, Appellants conflate the requirements of S 15I.f 0(h)
with the merits of their environmental claims. By its plain terms, however, S f 5l.l0(h)
does not require the Regional Director to consider the effects of a trust acquisition on the
environment. Nor does it independendy require the Regional Director to comply with
applicable environmental laws. Instead, by its own terms, it only requires the Regional
Director to consider "[t]he exrcnt to which the applicant has provided information,, rhat
will allow her to comply with the cited agency guidance (as applicable). Id..

Appellants do not allege, much less prove, that the Regional Director failed to
consider the criterion actually ser our in S 15l.IO(h)-that is, they do not allege that the
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Regional Director failed to consider the extent to which the Band provided the information
needed to comply with the provisions of 516 DM 6 and 602 DM 2. The record, moreover)
shows that the Band provided such information. See, eg., Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment,Iuly 13, 2015 (2015 ESA) (AR 84) (detailed environmental site assessment

prepared on behalf of the Band and submitted by the Band to BIA). Thus, Appellants have
not shown that the Regional Director erred in her consideration of S 15l.I0(h).

3. NEPA

BIA must comply with NEPA before approving a trust acquisition. If the trust
acquisition will have a significant impact on the human environment, NEPA requires BIA
to prepare a comprehensive "environmental impacr sratement" (EIS). 42 U.S.C.
S 4332(C). If the trust acquisition will not have a significant impact, a concise

"environmental assessment') (EA) and "finding of no significant impact" (FONSI) will
suffice. See 40 C.F.R. SS I50I.5, 150I.6. NEPA's regulations, however, also allow
agencies to "categorically exclude" classes of action from further NEPA review where those
actions "normally do not have a significant effect on the human environment." 40 C.F.R.
S 1501.4. BIA has adopted such a categorical exclusion for "fa]pprovals or grants of
conveyances and other transfers of interests in land where no change in land use is planned."
516 DM 10.5(I). The Board has consistently affirmed the use of this categorical erclusion
for trust acquisitions where there is no planned change in land use. See, eg., Stnte ofNrw
Torh, 58 IBIA at 349-50; Thu.rston Cownty, 56 IBIA at 297; Bennanh Cownty,S5 IBIA at
297-98.

The Regional Director relied on that "categorical exclusionl'here, concluding that
"no change in land use is anticipated; therefore, the Willmus fPropery] . . . acquisition will
not have a significant effect on the quality of the human environment (individually or
cumulatively) and neither an Environmental Assessment (EA) or an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) is required , . . and fthe acquisition] can be categorically excluded."
Decision at l0 (citing 516 DM 10.5(f ); see nlso NEPA Coordinator Review, Apr. 19,
20L6, at 3 (AR  9); NEPA/Phase I Update,Ian. 5, 20L7, at 3 (AR 16).

Appellants argue that the Regional Director erred by rpply-g this categorical
exclusion because she failed to consider whether there were any "extraordinary
circumstances" present that would prevent its use. Opening Br. at 30-3I. NEPA's
regulations allow categorical exclusions, but bar their use where an action may have a

significant environmental effect due to "extraordinary circumstances." 43 C.F.R.
SS 46.205 (c),46.2L5 (listing criteria for such extraordinary circumstances). Notably,
Appellants do not argue that any such extraordinary circumstances are present here.

See Opening Br. at 31. In fact, Appellants concede that "it may be true that the trust
acquisition may not have a'significant impacC on any of the listed circumstances, such as
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wilderness and wedands." Id. fnstead, they argue only that such circumstances "may'' be
present and that the Regional Director erred by failing to explain "*hy those

[extraordinary] circumstances do or do not apply to the Wilhmrs [Property] ." Id.

Even assuming that Appellants have standing to bring this NEPA claim, we find that
their arguments are meritless.L Nothing in the record suggests rhat "exrraordinary
circumstances" exist here that would cause this trust acquisition to have a significant effect
on the human environment. To the contrary, the effects of this trust acquisition are purely
legal and will have no effect on the use of this land. In the absence of any facts suggesting
extraordinary circumstances) nothing in NEPA or its regulations required the Regional
Director to explain "*hy those [extraordinary] circumstances do or do not apply to the
Willmus fProperty]." Moreover, Appellants bear the burden of proof on this appeal.
Atg*ttg that "extraordinary circumstances" "maf exist is not enough to carry that burden,
and Appellants cannot reverse the burden of proof by demanding that the Regional
Director prove drat no extraordinary circumstances exist. To prevail on these NEPA claims,
Appellants had to show that the Regional Director erred by applying this categorical
exclusion, and they have not made that showing.

4. Endangered Species Act

Section 7 of the ESA requires Federal agencies ro ensure that their actions are nor
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any ESA-listed threatened or endangered
species (or to adversely modi4r the designated critical habitat of such a species). 16 U.S.C.
$ 1536(a)(2). It also requires Federal agencies to discharge that obligation "in
consultation" with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (the Service) or the National
Marine Fisheries Service (depending on the species at issue). See id.. Formal consultation
(which results in a "biological opinion") is required when an agency's action may adversely

re Elsewhere in their brief, Appellants suggest that the Band intends ro consrnrct roads and"

"develop" the property, and that such plans disqualify the acquisition from a categorical
exclusion. Opening Br. at 36 & n.I7L. First, Appellants point out thar during a site visit
to the proPerty, BIA noted what appeared to be a "borrow pit" or trench and asked the
Band for additional information. The Band responded that the material was likely present
due to trail maintenance. Email from Band to BIA, Apr. rr, 20L6 (AR s0). The BIA
official updated his records accordingly, id.., andthe Regional Director reviewed those
records. Appellants fail to demonstrate error in that consideration. Second, Appellants
point to the fact that three of the BIA employees available to help manage the properry are
engineers "who are responsible for the maintenance and construction of BIA roads and
bridges." opening Br. at 36 n.L7r. This, of course, in no way supports Appellants'
speculation that the Band plans to develop this properry.
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affect an ESA-listed species, but informal consultation is sufiicient when an action may
affect a listed species but is not likely to have adverse effects. See 50 C.F.R. SS 402.13,
402.L4. Consultation is not required at all if an agency concludes that its action will have
no effect on listed species or their habitat. Id. S 402.14(a) (requiring consultation only
when an action "-.y affecC' listed species or their habitat).

Using information from the Service, BIA identified trwo ESA-listed threatened
species that may be present in the area of the Willmus Property: the Northern Long-Eared
Bat and the Gray Wolf. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, Apt. 4.,20L6, atIT (2016
ESA) (AR a9); see nlso id.. arAppendix Q (Information for Planning and Conservation
Trust Resources Report) (IPaC). Reviewing that information more closely, BIA found
that no Northern Long-Eared Bat hibernacula or roost trees or Gray Wolf critical habitat
are known to be located on the Willrnus Property. Id.. at 17. BIA then concluded that this
trust acquisition would have "no effect" on these species because the Band plans to
"maintain current land use." Id.. (determining that this trust acquisition "will have'no
effect'on the threatened species on the subject properq/'for the same reasons that the
NEPA categorical exclusion applies). Having made a "no effecC' determination, the
Regional Director concluded that the ESA did not require BIA to consult with the Service
or take any further steps. Decision at I0.

Appellants argue that the Regional Director violated the ESA, but, even assuming
they have standing to bring such claims, their arguments are not persuasive. Most
fundamentally, Appellants have not shown that the Regional Director erred by concluding
that this trust acquisition will have no effect on listed species (or their habitat). The agency
action here is a tnrst acquisition. BIA concluded that this trust acquisition will have "no
effecC' on listed species (or their habitat) for the same reason that it will have no significant
impact on the human environment under NEPA: because it is a purely legal transaction and
no change in land use is planned. See 2016 ESA at 17 ("BIA-MRO . . . has determined that
the project is categorically excluded from further consideration under NEPA. Therefore,
BIA-MRO has determined that this project will have'no effect'on the threatened species on
the subject property."). Appellants do not explain how this trust acquisition could harm or
even affect the Northern Long-Eared Bat or the Gray WoE and nothing in the record
suggests that it could. Without making that showing, Appellants cannot prevail on their
ESA claims.

Appellants contend that BlA "completely failed to address the . . . Gray Wolf."
Opening Br. at 33. It is true that the Regional Director neglected to mention the wolf in
her Decision. See Decision at I0. But she relied on BIA's underlying "no effect"
determination, which included both "threatened species on the subject property." 20L6
ESA at 17 (listing both the Gray Wolf and the Northern Long-Eared Bat as relevant
threatened species). Thus, the Regional DirectoCs reasoning may reasonably be discerned
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by reading her Decision and the administrative record together. See, eg., Wlf Point
Corurnunity Orgon'izati.on v. Acting Rochy Mowntnin Regional Directotn.,4O IBIA t3l, I34
(2004) (noting that the Board will affirm a decision, even if it does not explain itself, if "the
administrative record and the decision, read together, . . . show how BIA reached, its
conclnsionl'); see also Bowrnnn Transp.r Inc. v. Arhansas-Best h,eight Sys.,Inc..,4t9 U.S. 281,
286 (1974) (holding that the courts will "uphold a decision of less than ideal clarity if the
agency's path may reasonably be discerned"). Appellants, significantly, have not shown any
error in that reasoning or explained how this trust acquisition could affect the wolf.

Next, Appellants claim that "BIA failed to comply with the regulatory procedure of
the ESA in obtaining a written concurrence from the Service." Opening Br. at 33.
Appellants are correct that an agency may fulfill its obligation ro consult under the ESA by
engaging in informal consultation with the Service and obtaining the Service's wrinen
concurrence with its finding that an action will not adversely affect any listed species. Saa

50 C.F.R. S 402.L3. But as cxplained above, BIA was not obligated to engage in
consultation, either formal or informal, because it made a "no effect" determination that is
supported by the administrative record . See Cal. Ex rel. Lochyer v. USDA., 575 F.3dggg,
f0t9 (9th Cir. 2009) ("An agcncy's finding that its action will have no effect on listed
species or critical habitat obviates the need for consultation."). Because it was not required
to consult, Bh was not required to obtain a written concurrence from the Service.

Finally, Appellants argue that listed species might be affected because "the record.
evidences roadway development" on the Willmus Properry. Reply Br. at 53. This claim is
apparently based on BIA's inspection of the property, which revealed something that
appeared to be a "borrow piC' or trench, and which the Band explained was likely the result
of past trail maintenance. See Email from Band to BIA, Apr. lI, 20L6 (AR 50). But even
if Appellants are correct, and someone once tried to build a trail on the Wilhnus Properry,
that does not suggest that BIA's action here-taking this land into trust with no planned
change in land use-will have any effect on ESA-listed species or their habitat. To prevail
on their ESA claims, Appellants had to show that the Regional Director erred when she
made her "no effect" determination, and they have not made that showing.2'

20 Appellants also note that the IPaC identified twenty species of migratory birds found in
the area. unlike the ESA, however, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, 16 U.S.C. S 203 et seq.)
whrch prohibits the take or killing of migratory birds without a Federal permit, has no
consultation requirement.
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5. Environmental Site Assessments & 602 DM 2

Appellants also argue that the environmental site assessments used by BIA here failed
to comply with the requirements set out in the Departmental Manual (at 602 DM 2).
Opening Br. at 35-38. More specifically, Appellants point to concerns about "potential
buried materials and fill soils" and "irrigation ditches . . . containing some PVC piping"
raised by environmental reviewers in an assessment submitted by the Band. Id., at 37.

Appellants have no standing to bring these claims. The purpose of the cited
provisions of the Departmental Manual is to protect the Department-not Appellants-
from environmental liability. See 602 DM 2.I (stating that its purpose is to "prescribef]
Departmental policy, responsibilities, and requirements regarding determinations of the
potential to expose the Department . . . to liabilities and costs of remediation related to the
release or threatened release of hazardous substances"). In this appeal, Appellanrs must
defend their own interests, not the DepartmenCs. See, eg' Wind. RiverAlliance u. Rochy

Mounta'in Reg'ional Director,,52 IBIA 224.,229 (2010) (a parry must assert its own rights
and interests, and cannot rest its claim of relief upon the rights or interests of others). As
discussed above in Section V.F.I, Appellants have not clearly alleged that this trust
acquisition will harm their environmental interests, much less that their environmental
interests will somehow be harmed by the agency's alleged failure to properly complete these

site assessments. Thus, Appellants have failed to show that they have standing to bring
these claims.

And even if Appellants had standing, we would still deny these claims. Appellants'
claims are based on mischaracterizations of the record. The issues identified by the
Appellants were all dismissed in the site assessment as "de minimis" conditions that do not
"present a threat to human health or the environment." 20L5 ESA at L6-L7. The
assessment did not confirm that "buried materials" were present at the site, but rather
merely acknowledged the "potential" that such materials "could be present" and that
"additional evaluation" would be required if there is a "fuflre redevelopment." Id.. atL7.
No such development is proposed here. The site assessment then concluded that no
recogniznd environmental conditions were found on the property. Id.. at 16. Thus, even if
Appellants had standing to bring these claims, they have still failed to show that the
Regional Director erred in her reliance on these site assessments.

VI. Constitutional Issues

Appellants make several arguments challenging the constitutionality of the Indian
Reorganization Act and the authoriry delegated to BIA to accept land in tn$t on behalf of
Indian tribes. Opening Br. at 39-50. As we have consistendy held, "[t]he Board . . . lacks

authoriry to declare an act of Congress to be unconstitutional." Thwston Countyr 56 IBIA
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^t 
66. For that reasoq we do not address the various constitutional challenges raised by

Appellants.

Conclusion

Pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Indian Appeals by the Secretary
of the Interior, 43 C.F.R. S 4.1, the Board afiirms the Regional DirectoCs March 2,20L7.,
decision.

I concur:

I A. Ma
tlve

Thomas A. Blaser
Chief Administrative |udge
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